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SPECIAL BRANCH GuILTames

Thank you for your letter of 24 September forwarding the Crime Committee'scomments on the draft Guidelines on the Work of a Special Branch.
We are submitting the Guidelines for the Home Secretary's approval in theattached version. We have made amendments in paragraphs 6 and 9 to reflect thetwo comments set out in the annex to your letter.
We were also very grateful for Peter Imbert's letter of 26 September to, forwarding a comment from David Hall, who makes the valid point
that Special Branches need to study not just existing known subversive groups,
but also potentially subversive groups which may develop into new subversive
organisations. I doubt however whether it would be wise to draw this outspecifically in Guidelines, which it looks increasingly likely will be madepublic. I believe that the existing reference in paragraph 6 to "defendingthe Realm from the actions of persons or organisations ... which may bejudged to be subversive to the State" is wide enough to cover those who it isreasonably believed may become subversive in the future, even if not at present
engaged in subversion. This is even more clearly inherent in par raphs 5 to 8of the covering letter (which will not of course be published), and indeed you
will see that we have, in the light of David Hall's comment, introduced aspecific reference to the potentially subversive iz paragraph 5. I hope youwill agree that this suffi ces to make the position clear.
You will also see that amendments have been made to paragraph 11 of theguidelines and paragraph 10 of the covering letter, which refer to immigration
and nationality work. These amendments take account of current practice in the
light in particular of the new procedures promulgated in Home Office circularNo. 11 of 1984 issued on 27 January 1984. I do not think however that you will
find anything of great substance in these amendments.
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I now plan to submit the new guidelines and covering letter for theHome Secretary's approval, and to issue them to Chief Constables shortlyafter that. This will mean that we Shall be in a position to make the newguidelines available to the Home Affairs Committee if and when we find itprudent to do so in the course of their enquiry. I think it is inevitablethat the Committee will press the Home Secretary when he gives oral evidenceto say what guidance he gives Special Branches on the conduct of their dutiesand that will probably be the moment to say that he has recently introducednew guidelines, and to offer to make them available to the Committee. Analternative would be to wait until the Committee has reported, and include theguidelines in our response to the report. We have of course been careful toensure that there is nothing in the new guidelines that could not be madepublic, and I think there will in fact be positive benefit in making availableguidelines which demonstrate that Special Branches carry out necessary functionsin a properly controlled way.

I should very much like to discuss tactics in this and other respects whenwe meet on 7 December, and I look forward to seeing you then.
Copies go to Peter Imbert Ken Oxford, and Colin Hewett;(Security Service); (SHHD); and
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